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Attachment to Conservatorship Petition, form FL-505. 

(Use FL-510 when Proposed Conservator or co-Conservator is not the Petitioner in form FL-505.) 

NOTE TO PROPOSED CONSERVATOR: You are asked to complete this Attachment because you have been 

named as a Proposed Conservator to the Conservatee in the above-named Tribal Court case.  You will need to 

complete this information and sign the document under penalty of perjury. 

PROPOSED CONSERVATOR INFORMATION. 

Name of Proposed Conservator: _________________________________________________________ 

Physical Address: ____________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________  

Mailing Address (if different): __________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Phone: (           ) ___________________________________ 

Date of Birth: _____________________________________ 

1. Proposed Conservator is: (check one):







A family member of the Proposed Conservatee; or

The Tribe (skip to question 6); or

Other interested person: (Please explain relationship to the Proposed Conservatee). 
________________________________________________________________________

2. Proposed Conservator is a Tribal Member:  Yes or  No

3. The Proposed Conservator occupation: _________________________________________________

(check one):  Employed; OR  Not currently employed

4. Proposed Conservator Criminal History:

 I do not have any criminal convictions; OR

 I do have criminal conviction(s).  Please list the crime(s) you were convicted of:

_________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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5. Background Check & Criminal History:

i.  [Must consent to be considered as conservator.]  I consent to have the Tribe conduct a

background check and to review such background.

ii. Check which applies: [Note: Those seeking to be conservator shall be subject to a criminal history

background check for instances of fraud, theft or embezzlement.]

 I do not have any criminal history; OR  

 I do have a criminal history. Please explain: 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________ 

6. Request to Court: (check box, if agree)

 I have read the Petition for Conservatorship and I agree with the Request to the Court and the reasons

stated for requesting that the Tribal Court appoint Conservator(s) for the Proposed Conservatee.

7.  If appointed, I agree to fulfill all duties towards the Conservatee stated in the Tribe’s laws.

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the Shingle Springs Band of Miwok Indians that the 

foregoing is true and correct. 

Date: _______________________________ _____________________________________________ 

Proposed Conservator's Name [PRINTED OR TYPED] 

_______________________________________________ 

Proposed Conservator's Signature 
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